
GE Medical Systems automates information

access worldwide

For more than 100 years, GE Medical Systems has been providing medical technology,
services, and productivity solutions to health care providers worldwide. Their products
include networking and productivity tools, clinical information systems, patient
monitoring systems, conventional and digital X-ray, computed and positron emission
tomography, magnetic resonance, ultrasound and bone mineral densitometry, and
nuclear medicine. 

To install, maintain, and support their sophisticated technology, GE Medical Systems
maintains a staff of almost 3,000 field engineers around the world to work at customer sites. 

When GE Medical Systems wanted to make communications with their field engineers
more efficient, they thought they’d have to look outside of Edify for their solutions outside
of the voice arena. Long-time technical partner Digital Voice Systems knew their existing
Edify system could be the starting point for the enterprise solution GE Medical wanted. 

Moving beyond interactive voice response

GE Medical was already using their Edify Voice system for automated dispatch—
notifying field engineers where they were needed. However, the voice system
alone didn’t provide enough information, so field engineers still called customer
service representatives to get information such as equipment model numbers, parts
status, and customer history. This tied up customer service lines and representatives. 

GE Medical Systems had a vision of a completely automated self-service function
that would not only include automated voice response but also add web, wireless,
and speech recognition. They wanted field personnel to be able to access any
information they needed quickly and conveniently, while freeing up customer
service representatives to interact with customers. GE Medical also wanted to
make it easy for field engineers to remotely update customer information.

GE Medical approached Digital Voice Systems, a solution provider for voice and
data systems. Tom Parrott, President of Digital Voice Systems says, "GE Medical
was only familiar with one component of what Edify has to offer, the interactive
voice response technology they were already using. As a premier Edify Certified
Solution Partner, we knew how much more of an enterprise-wide solution Edify
had to offer. What we designed and built for them was an information system
with integrated voice, wireless, and web systems that provided real streamlined
processes." 
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"The Edify enterprise system
gives GE Medical Systems

connections through any
channel to any back end sys-

tem—which is critical to
achieving their goals for this

field information system."
Tom Parrott, President, 

Digital Voice Systems



Building better communications

The new GE Medical enterprise system added
Edify vCSR Voice and Wireless Suite™ and vCSR
eService Suite™ applications including Edify
Wireless™, Edify Web™, and Edify Voice™ with
speech recognition to accomplish all the goals
they had set and more. This comprehensive system
allowed GE Medical to integrate all their
information systems for all touch-points. So
their field organization experienced a seamless
information flow.
• Field engineers enjoy a choice of communication
channels including voice, wireless or wired web
to connect to any back-end information system at
GE Medical, and can even access multiple systems
simultaneously.
• Engineers have fast access to information on
customer and equipment history, can order the
exact parts they need from the field, and can
check on order status.
• Parts information is speech-enabled, so field 
staff can order parts or check status on an order
by simply saying the part or order number. 
• Interactive voice components are automatically
available in English, Spanish, and Chinese. All
calls worldwide come in to the same Edify system
in Waukesha, Wisconsin. The system assigns the
correct language based on the incoming phone
number.

To access the system, GE Medical tried PDAs, a
WAP phone, and a combined device. They chose
the combination because they could use it for
speech recognition, automated voice, or web
access. The telephone/PDA combination is par-
ticularly useful for GE field engineers because
they’re often working in hospital environments
that are packed with sensitive electrical equip-
ment. They can’t use wireless devices in these
environments, so they update information on
the customer or equipment using the PDA while
they’re working in the equipment rooms, and
use the store and forward function to download
it when they’re finished.

Digital Voice Systems was able to produce appli-
cations quickly and accurately for XML calls with
Edify Application Builder, Oracle queries, and
screen scrapes to GE Medical’s IBM mainframe. The
single Edify platform and development language
enabled faster development for all custom systems. 

Bringing the field closer

Without a complete equipment history in hand,
field engineers were apt to order all the parts
they might possibly need so they could repair
equipment as quickly as possible, and then send
back what they didn’t need. This was expensive
and time-consuming. Now engineers have a
much better idea of what they will need, with a
complete history of which services have been
performed on each machine. They also know
what parts have already been serviced or
replaced, and can order the correct parts. 

In addition to more efficient parts inventory and
shipping, GE Medical has seen a decrease in the
number of field engineering calls to the service
center. Because both customer and field engineer-
ing calls come in through the same call center, the
decrease in field calls makes service representatives
more available to customers. 

GE Medical is also getting better information from
the field. Engineers can update their calendars
remotely so dispatch knows who is available where
and when. GE Medical also gets better metrics
on customer visits. 

The new Edify Enterprise system allows field
engineers to:
• Accept and review dispatches
•  Communicate site activation and 

deactivation details
•  Update the support status such as partial 

repair, part on order, etc.
•  Order and track parts by speaking part 

numbers using speech recognition features 
•  Review comments fields from previous visits 
•  Check contract details

Speaking of the future

Now in use in China, Latin America, and North
America, GE Medical Systems plans to expand
the Edify Enterprise system to add speech recog-
nition features in more languages for use in
other regions and to add applications. 

HIGHLIGHTS

company

GE Medical Systems

market segment

Medical technology, services, and 
productivity solutions

needs

Automated self-service information 
system for field engineers worldwide

edify solution

Wireless, web, and voice with speech 
recognition to access wide variety of 
back-office information systems 
through Kyocera Smart Phone or 
laptop.

business benefits 

Decreased calls to customer service
center from field engineers. Increased
information available to and from
field staff. Decreased inventory and
shipping costs for unneeded parts.
Frees up customer service reps for
customer calls.
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